
Made in the USA + GREENGUARD Certified  
Hero Tile



APEX

In six complementary colors, the Apex series 
reflects the richness and color of natural stone.

Porcelain

White

Greige

Beige

Dark Greige

Cocoa

Black



BOBO

Bobo is a modern collection that features a striking 
range of urban tones with a stained concrete effect. 
There are five colors and three sizes available, as 
well as matching accent pieces and a gorgeous 
matte recycled glass mosaic.

Porcelain

Simply Creme

Simply Coffee

Simply Tan

Simply Black

Simply Grey



BURROW

With serene colors inspired by nature, the Burrow 
Collection blurs the barriers between indoor and 
outdoor areas. These porcelain tiles are fresh and 
beautiful, with slight movement and neutral tones 
ranging from quiet greys to restful blues. Matching 
12” x 24” Art Nouveau-inspired fanned decos, 
simplified and repeated in a symmetrical manner, 
round out the collection, as are trendy mosaics and 
trim pieces. This collection offers maximum creative 
versatility by providing a simple but stylish  
backdrop for both home and business situations.

Porcelain

Ice

Seaweed

Ash

Coal

Sand



FOX

Our high-tech porcelain tiles are made from 
natural ceramic clays and minerals, resulting in a 
highly durable and non-porous surface that resists 
temperature shock, UV light, water absorption, dis-
coloration, and even scratching. Our tiles are also 
created without resin in “sustainable” production 
facilities that recycle both materials and water.

Fox is the pinnacle of your most ambitious  
architectural design endeavors.

Porcelain

Arctic

Gray

Fennec Swift



ICE PALACE

The Ice Palace range combines urban tranquillity 
with concrete modernism. Available in four different 
colors, a choice of sizes, and a Honed finish.  
Mosaics and trim pieces are also available.

Porcelain

Melted Ice

Black

Aqua Sage



LIGHT BOX

The Light Box collection features refined hues and 
glossy texture, with an emphasis on the vivid tones 
and light interplays. The Light Box surfaces are 
available in 8”x24” and 4”x12” sizes with a solid 
background and decorative design to produce a 
range of wall designs and patterns.

The large range of sophisticated hues and inventive 
design tiles provides a tremendous opportunity 
for creativity, resulting in modern-looking walls in 
public or private settings.

Porcelain

White

Caramel

Mink

Sand

Emerald

Gray

Ocean



LIGHTNING

Lightning is inspired by excellent marble variations 
and is the ideal tile for adding a luxurious  
atmosphere to a formal or relaxing setting.

Porcelain

Light

Gray

White

Beige

Charcoal

Black



MANHATTAN

Manhattan is ideal for modern and contemporary 
decor due to its soft cement appearance but rough 
and textured feel. The hard stone’s strength and 
durability can be discovered under the softness of 
six neutral colors. 

Porcelain

White Argent

ToupeGreige

Sand

Black



MARBLEIZE

Marbleize mixes the beauty of quarried Carrara 
marble from Italy with high-tech porcelain created in 
the United States. The modern simplicity of  
beautiful marble, honed and re-created in a  
contemporary style to add simple sophistication 
with a touch of luxury to any architectural design.  

Porcelain

Arabescato Blu

Paonazzo

Venato

Onyx

Romano

Zebrino

Gioia

Renoire

White



MODCRETE

Sophisticated atmosphere, simple, straightforward 
geometric designs, urban colors for welcome and 
intimate settings in which porcelain truly shines.

Porcelain

Nova White Iron Blue

Raven Black

Lava Gray



NIMBLE

The four soft limestone colors with modest 
movement give any residential or business space 
a tranquil and organic vibe. Nimble is available in 
12x24 and 24x48 sizes, as well as two geometric 
deco designs, complementary mosaics, and trim 
pieces. Its three finishes, honed, polished, and 
textured, making it suitable for both indoor and 
outdoor installations.

Nimble provides two decos in honed and polished 
finishes: the Arrow deco in 12x12 and 24x24, and 
the Stria deco in 24x24. Their diverse patterns 
allow for an infinite number of design possibilities.

Porcelain

White Desert Alps

ArrowKona

Mojave

Stria



ON FLEEK

Lineal high-tech porcelain marbles in four soft hues 
are available in 12x24 and various dimensional 
modular pattern mosaics, as well as matching 
trim pieces.

Porcelain

Michelangelo Calacatta

Bluette

Classico



SETTLE

Surfaces developed for modern, minimalistic, yet 
classy interiors. This material, like a blank canvas 
for an artist, allows you to imagine and express any 
unique design.

Porcelain

Beige Ash

Black

Brown



SHOWSTOPPER

The cloth look combined with the grungy graphic 
style makes Showstopper the finest choice for 
creating current and one-of-a-kind spaces. A 
modern style appropriate for an urban setting with a 
stylish retro touch.

Porcelain

Blanc Ash Fog



STAY WITH ME

Stay With Me is based on imaginative architectural 
ideas that combine classic beauty and an easy and 
comfortable aesthetic with the power and versatility 
of porcelain stoneware ranging from delicate white 
sand-colored tones to neutral and dark shades.

Porcelain

Bright Azul

UniverseTaupe Blend

Classic Tan



SUPER SIZE IT

Super Size It is the first big scale porcelain slab 
collection manufactured in the United States. The 
unparalleled beauty of marble combined with the 
impression of outstanding luxury results in a  
product that is ideal for elevating any  
architectural style.

Porcelain

Classico Oro

Taj MahalWhite Statuario

Zebrino

Platinum Grey



STARSHIPS

Starships is a rectified porcelain concrete-look 
series of wall and floor tiles that exude 
industrial luxury.

Porcelain

Pearl Silver

TaupeBeige

Pewter

Charcoal



WINNER’S CIRCLE

The granular linear look inspired by sandy terrains 
is heightened by gleaming mineral speckles and in-
tensified further by our Lappato finish. These basic 
features and natural hues create a softness that is 
the truest representation of ageless elegance.

Winner’s Circle stands out for its exceptional perfor-
mance in terms of strength and durability without 
sacrificing its refined beauty.

Porcelain

White Gray Light

ToupeSand

Olive Gray

Black


